
  

DOWNTOWN 

YMCA  

GROUP  

EXERCISE  

SCHEDULE 
 

WORKOUTS ARE  

BETTER TOGETHER 

DOWNTOWN YMCA        

31 W 10th St | Erie, PA 16501  

(814)452-3261      
www.ymcaerie.org/downtown/schedules 

 

HOURS OF OPERATION: 
Monday– Friday: 5am-9pm 
Saturdays: 7am-8pm 
Sundays– CLOSED 
    

GROUP CLASSES are able to be modified for 
ALL FITNESS LEVELS! And are FREE to   
members. 
 

CLASS PASSES can be purchased online or 
at the desk.  5 Classes/ $25.00 
    

Please check regularly for updated     
schedules as we update our class schedule 
monthly to fit the needs/requests of our 
members.    

Les Mills BODYPUMPLes Mills BODYPUMPLes Mills BODYPUMPLes Mills BODYPUMPTM – LEAN, STRONG, UNSTOPPABLE! LEAN, STRONG, UNSTOPPABLE! LEAN, STRONG, UNSTOPPABLE! LEAN, STRONG, UNSTOPPABLE! 
This 60 minute workout challenges all your major muscle 
groups by using the best weight-room exercises like squats, 
presses, lifts and curls. Your choice of weights will inspire 
you to get the results you came from. 

Les Mills CXWORXLes Mills CXWORXLes Mills CXWORXLes Mills CXWORXTM – this 30 minute workout really hones 
in on the torso and sling muscles that connect your upper 
body to your lower body. It’s ideal for tightening your tummy 
and butt, while also improving functional strength and as-
sisting in injury prevention. 

Les Mills BODYCOMBATLes Mills BODYCOMBATLes Mills BODYCOMBATLes Mills BODYCOMBATTM    ----    This fiercely energetic pro-
gram is inspired by mixed martial arts and draws from a wide 
array of disciplines such as karate, boxing, taekwondo, tai 
chi and muay thai.  During this ultimate warrior workout you 
will strike, punch, kick and kata your way through calories to 
superior cardio fitness. 

Les Mills BODYSTEPLes Mills BODYSTEPLes Mills BODYSTEPLes Mills BODYSTEPTM    & Athletic BODYSTEP& Athletic BODYSTEP& Athletic BODYSTEP& Athletic BODYSTEPTM – you will 
combine basic stepping with moves like burpees, pushups 
and weight plate exercises to work the upper body. There are 
always lots of modifications to get you through the workout 
safely. 

Les Mills GRITLes Mills GRITLes Mills GRITLes Mills GRITTM– This HIIT workout will take your fitness 
to the next level! You’ll be addicted to the results. These HIIT 
workouts build cardiovascular fitness while improving 
strength, building lean muscle and maximizing calorie burn. 

Les Mills SH’BAMLes Mills SH’BAMLes Mills SH’BAMLes Mills SH’BAMTM– A fun-loving, insanely addictive dance 
workout. SH’BAM™ is an ego-free zone – no dance experi-
ence required. All you need is a playful attitude and a cheeky 
smile so forget being a wallflower – even if you walk in think-
ing you can’t, you’ll walk out knowing you can!  

YYYY----CYCLECYCLECYCLECYCLE – Indoor Group Cycling Class. As intense of a 
workout as you make it to be. Join us and challenge yourself!    

TAITAITAITAI----CHICHICHICHI – is a system of physical exercise using slow, 
smooth body movements to improve and maintain health. It 
is helpful in achieving a state of physical and mental relaxa-
tion while also strengthening the cardiovascular and immune 
systems. 

BOXING BOOTCAMPBOXING BOOTCAMPBOXING BOOTCAMPBOXING BOOTCAMP    – this class offers a variety of crea-
tive and intense workouts for all levels of fitness. This total 
body workout focuses on the authenticity of the martial art 
of boxing using all types of training methods to help you 
reach your goals. 

CARDIO CIRCUITCARDIO CIRCUITCARDIO CIRCUITCARDIO CIRCUIT – this total body workout will use 
30 sec-1 min intervals and will incorporate lower and upper body 
weights, cardio and abs through a rotating sequence to give you 
the total body workout you are looking for! 

SILVER SNEAKERS CLASSICSILVER SNEAKERS CLASSICSILVER SNEAKERS CLASSICSILVER SNEAKERS CLASSIC – Low Impact. Tailored toward 
seniors. A strength oriented class using bands, dumbbells 
and more to develop strong muscles and a toned body. 

WATER AEROBICS (Fitness) WATER AEROBICS (Fitness) WATER AEROBICS (Fitness) WATER AEROBICS (Fitness) – LOW IMPACT! A combina-
tion of shallow and deep water exercises suitable to all 
fitness levels. 

 

    

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 


